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Certikit, established in 2010 by Ken Holmes, 

provides downloadable toolkits to help businesses 

achieve ISO 2000 standards. Based in Belper, 

Derbyshire, Certikit employs four members of staff 

and operates a purely online business model. Half of 

business sales are now international and the 

company is looking to further expand into California, 

Brazil, Australia and New Zealand. Certikit’s

downloadable templates are now sold every day 

across multiple countries. 

About the company Export growth achieved

Certikit had started to generate interest and sales from across the globe 

especially with regard to their ISO 2710 toolkit - an international standard for 

information security. Certikit got in touch with DIT and working with their 

International Trade Adviser, accessed support from the Internationalising SMEs 

project which enabled them to have a comprehensive business review from a 

DIT digital adviser, focussing on their website. After following the series of 

recommendations from the review, Certikit now sells in over 100 countries. 

They have built an international audience by focussing marketing efforts on 

professionalising their website, maximising Search Engine Optimisation and 

investing heavily in Google Ads.

The business review recommended that 

Certikit merged its separate toolkit websites 

into one consolidated platform and offered 

sales in multiple currencies to drive additional 

export sales. Through DIT ITA and digital 

adviser support and encouragement, Ken has 

become an expert at selling online 

internationally. A grant was received from the 

ISME project to support the review.

How DIT helped, focus on ITA support

“DIT’s advice really made 

us think carefully about 

professionalising our 

website, rationalising our 

products and creating a 

smoother and more 

accessible platform”

Ken Holmes

Managing Director

What the client said

Improved online 

and international 

presence

Accessed New 

markets
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